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Media Release
STOCKLAND NAMED AMONG GLOBAL 100 SUSTAINABLE
CORPORATIONS
Stockland has been named one of the Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in
the World at the 2012 World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland.
Stockland was the only Australian property group recognised on the list compiled by
magazine Corporate Knights and was one of only seven Australian companies to
receive the honour.
Corporate Knights published its ranking after collecting data on 3,500 global public
companies and evaluating Stockland against 11 environmental, social and
governance performance metrics, including transparency. Stockland was ranked 63rd
on the list.
It follows Stockland being named the most sustainable property company in the world
in the 2011/12 Dow Jones Sustainability Index.
Stockland General Manager Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability, Siobhan
Toohill said the company was pleased its performance continued to be recognised at
the international level.
“We are developing the sustainable communities of the future, using leading design
principles to minimise the impact on the environment and engaging with our
stakeholders to create a better way to live,” Ms Toohill said.
“Since 2006 we’ve reduced greenhouse gas emissions intensity by 38% across our
office properties and by 18% across our retail centres.
“We are also in the process of designing an index to measure the ‘liveability’ of our
residential communities. We have engaged KPMG to help quantify, understand and
benchmark ‘liveability’ to build on our knowledge and approach to community
development.
“We continue to embed sustainable practices into our day-to-day activities to deliver
long-term value not only for our investors but also for our customers.”
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